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we shall find still surviving in many other states, and it is
probably no accident that these states where the kings
retained political importance so long also achieved a timo-
cratic constitution so soon. Human institutions, naturally
and notoriously, do not usually pass away until the fact
that they have outlived their usefulness has become obvious
to a body of people numerous and powerful enough to over-
come the resistance of those who are or think they are
interested in maintaining the status quo. That is to say,
social changes are not usually brought to pass until, ideally
speaking, they are long overdue. In this case the cities where
monarchy lasted into the seventh century achieved, when it
fell, an up-to-date seventh century constitution; while
elsewhere, as at Ephesos and Erythrai, all power remained
in the jealous if far from incompetent hands of the Basilidai,
the families or groups of families descended from the early
kings ; a legacy of further trouble before the end of the
century.1 Examples from modern history are not far to seek.
Concerning the fall of the monarchy at Miletos, there is a
curious legend.2 Leodamas, last of the Neleid kings, was
murdered by a certain Amphitres, and his sons with their
supporter the baron or vassal prince of Assesos were besieged
in Assesos and hard pressed by Amphitres and his men.
They are delivered by two young Phrygians named Tottes
and Onnes, who arrive by night with certain lepa—sacred
objects—fetishes, in fact, of the spirits called the Kabeiroi,
in a box, and who exhort the defenders to worship the
Kabeiroi in future, and to make a vigorous sortie with this
sacred Ark in front of them. Fighting with renewed hope
and courage they do so, and rout and kill Amphitres—but
the Neleids do not thus regain their throne. Instead a
dictator, an aisymnetes, named Epimenes, is appointed,
with powers of life and death. He executes three of the
murderers of Leodamas and banishes the rest; fails to catch
1	At Erythrai a second revolution (in spite of good government by the
Basilidai) leads to a more liberal constitution (Ar. Politics, 13056); at Ephesos,
to a tyranny under the commercially-minded house of Pythagoras, who
seized power about 660.   (Suidas, s.v.
2	N,D, fr; 54.

